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Accomplishments from the past quarter
I have not annoyed the entire fellowship.  Seriously, I have held several Google Workshops and
distributed a copy of one I recorded for District 19 to several more.  I have maintained the area’s Google
account and fixed account issues and the like as they arose.  I updated the Area Assembly Registration
piece so that it processes properly and forwards the funds to the correct committee finance person.  I
have added, updated, and removed meetings as requested and have a working copy of a script to
remove the copied added so long ago.  I have asked for a few people to look at it and so far the feedback
I have received is favorable – they indicated that the methodology seemed correct.  My plan is to
implement it during the early hours of a morning, while website traffic is close to nil and AA.org’s site
feed automation can pick up the changes soon thereafter.  I found out that every 12 hours AA.org does a
refresh of the Area’s Data.  I have gotten some feedback on a Corrections Committee Site strawman and
am working to enact a site they can be proud of.  I have also reviewed content from some of the Area
Website and submitted it to the Archivist, asking for them to Download certain pieces that are good for
Digital Archiving, so they can be removed.  As of Friday, of the Quarterly, I will have also assisted District
1 with their Google Site as well.

Challenges you have or are currently facing
Many thing to do … my bucket is only so big, and the boat is suffering a slow leak.  My top 4 challenges,

1. the feeds (still)
2. My replacement’s onboarding packet
3. PI && Correction’s sites
4. Helping Districts with challenges they face.

All these take time to do right, rather than fast and painful.  Caution is my watch word, progress is to be
made slowly.

Goals for the next quarter
Goals … be at peace with everything with my service position.  Approach every challenge as an

opportunity.  Be grateful and have grace.  Love you all.

1. Replacement’s On-Boarding Information: my recommendation will need it.

2. Corrections Site : in a state where they are almost ready to Go Live.

3. PI Site : in a state where they are having serious discussions and we can see Go Live coming

soon.


